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ABSTRACT
Recently, the Internet of Things (IoT) has been one of the most active research topics in Smart Applications that attracting much attention from both researchers and developers. IoT aims to connect billions of things by sharing and receiving information using Internet Protocol (IP) that enables IoT devices to store and access online data. However, despite the benefits of IoT in smart applications, security threats are expected to be increased substantially. Security in IoT is one of the most noteworthy challenges in the interconnected world. The Internet of Things will be profoundly joined in our lives now and more in our future, therefore, it is important to venture up and pay attention to cyber threats seriously. Although the increasing number of publications in the area of IoT devices security in smart applications, there still are limitations in the comprehensive literature review. To provide a clear insight into this limitation and support researchers, we need to understand the current state of research in this area. Consequently, this study presents a review of articles published from 2010 to 2019 on IoT devices security in smart applications. A manual search is used to ensure the retrieval of all relevant studies. The final 60 selected papers are reviewed and relevant information extracted based on a set of research questions. The review aims to altogether examine the observational on validating IoT security devices protocol development.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Smart is a domain, where various devices are networked together to give better services in a universal way to the people. Hence, such devices will have smart capacities to gather, examine and indeed make choices without any human interaction. On the other hand, the Internet of Things (IoT) plays a vital source in converting things into smart, such as smart homes, smart grids, smart cities, smart agriculture. It could be described as a huge network that interfaces devices and let those devices communicate with one another over the internet [1]. All of the connected devices accumulate and share information around how they are utilized and the situations in which they are worked [2]. According to IoT analytics statistics, as of the year 2018, they were 7 billion IoT devices were connected to the internet. By the year 2020, it is expected to reach 10 billion devices [3]. The outcome is an interconnected smart world, where people and devices connect, building up a smart environment in which sharing and exchange data services is continuous [4].

The usage of technology in our daily lives increases day by day. As new technology develops, more governments, businesses, education, and each individual embraces and depends on these devices for an everyday process, new security concerns may arise with a higher percentage [5]. For example, somebody might install IoT applications but does not figure out the poor security of the devices that have been vulnerable and has the potential to be seen by others [6]. Unlike poor security, people too must consider the data security of each IoT device. Kouicem [7] states, “IoT suffers from few security issues, which are more challenging than those from other areas regarding resources-constrained IoT devices. In this situation, security speaks to a vital perspective to be tended to, due to the abnormal state of heterogeneity of the involved IoT devices and the security issues that exist nowadays for IoT. It is not easy to address difficulties even with the significant
measure of existing work that has been accomplished for a considerable length of time in the zone of security and privacy.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 depicts the research process in detail. Section 3 shows the review results including distribution results and the graph of the results. Section 4 covers motivation, challenges, and recommendations in the study of review. Section 5 discusses the findings based on the review which is the main discussion in Section 4. The summary of our contributions as well as a discussion and the conclusion of the study are discussed in Section 6.

2. RESEARCH SELECTION METHOD

To accomplish the target of answering the research questions, we conducted the SLR in agreement with the direction distributed by Kitchenham and charters [8]. Figure 1 illustrates the SLR process.

![Figure 1: SLR Process](image)

2.1 The Research Question

As indicated by [8], SLR is an evaluation and interpretation of all current research that is important to a particular research question. Specifying the research question is the most significant piece of any systematic review. It is at that point necessary to indicate the research question, which is the foremost critical portion of any SLR. The review questions drive the complete systematic review methodology.

Table 1: Research Question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>RESEARCH QUESTION</th>
<th>MOTIVATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>What are the most used security protocols for IoT?</td>
<td>Identify the most used security protocol for IoT?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>What are the IoT applications involved in security issues?</td>
<td>Identify the IoT applications involved in security issues?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
<td>What are the IoT security devices related challenges?</td>
<td>Identify the IoT security devices related challenges?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Planning the Review

In this phase, a review protocol shows the techniques that will be utilized to embrace a specific systematic review. The review aims to altogether examine the observational on validating IoT security devices protocol development. The methodology that will be utilized to look for primary studies will include search terms and resources to be looked at. Resources include specific journals, digital libraries, and conference papers.

2.3 Eligibility criteria

These categories were gotten from a pre-study of the literature without limitations. Three screening and filtering iterations, the articles that are not eligible based on the desired criteria were avoided after the first round. The criteria of exclusion included (i) non-IoT-based articles, and (ii) non-English articles.

2.4 Identify Relevant Research and Primary Studies

The overall query search for this research is 679 articles as per the following: 252 articles from ScienceDirect, 322 articles from IEEE Xplore, and 105 articles from Springer. The filtration process has been made twice according to the sequence embraced in this research phase. A sum of 45 articles out of 679 articles were duplicates and hence removed and 634 articles were remaining. After reviewing the titles with abstracts, 322 articles were removed, leaving 312 articles. Besides, removing 124 articles after the full-text review, the balance of 188 articles remains with IoT-based security devices. Last but not least, the last full-text review removed 105 of the 188 articles, leaving 60 articles for the last set. The rest of the articles were identified with IoT security devices articles through various subjects.

2.5 Data Extraction

From using data extraction, we extracted important information provided by the primary studies. We extracted vital data information given by the primary studies. Every question is the data extraction form. We removed significant data given by the primary studies utilizing the data extraction form. In Figure 2 demonstrates the quantity of the papers chose at each phase of the process and the attrition rate of papers got from first keyword searches on every stage down to the last determination of primary studies.
Figure 2: Attrition of papers through processing

2.6 Reporting the Review

The data separated from 60 primary studies were utilized to formulate answers to the three research questions. We intently followed the guidelines given by Kitchenham [9] in setting up the SLR. The review protocol of this study is outlined in Figure 3.

3. REVIEW RESULTS

In this segment, we present the blend of proof of our SLR, beginning with the analysis of the literature. Figure 4 demonstrates that the three databases store various research articles and Figure 5 demonstrates the publication period from the year 2010 to 2019.

3.1 RQ1: What are the most used security protocol for IoT?

Security is probably the greatest worry in IoT application, its development pulled in numerous investors to extend into utilizing and managing information with various levels of privacy, with highly personal data from the public [10] [11]. Blockchain at its core cryptographically secured, distributed ledger that permits for the secure exchange of information between parties [12]. Hence, blockchain technology serves as a strong solution to improve and brace information security in different ways [13]. Traditionally IoT systems are subordinate to centralized engineering.
Figure 3: The review protocol

Data is sent from the IoT devices to the cloud where the information is handled utilizing analytics and after that sent back to the IoT devices [14]. Billions of IoT devices are set to connect to IoT systems within the coming years, this sort of centralized system has exceptionally limited scalability, uncovered billions of weak points that compromise network security, and will be gotten to be fantastically costly and slow on the off chance that third parties have to always check and verify each and each micro-transaction between IoT devices [13].
Blockchain technology will allow devices to operate safely and independently by making agreements that are just endless completion of particular requirements. There will be no trusted third party controlling the ledger and it has no central authority for the network. Blockchain is a decentralized network that is immutable and it carries no transaction fees [15]. Besides, data is shared over a decentralized, cryptographically secured network, which means it turns out to be hard to compromise the system security. Table 2 below shows the benefits of blockchain technology.

MQTT is one of the foremost commonly utilized protocols in IoT projects. It stands for Message Queuing Telemetry Transport. This protocol is a message-based protocol, amazingly lightweight and for this reason, it is received in IoT. Nearly all IoT platforms encourage MQTT to send and get information from smart objects. Hence, there are a few usages for different IoT boards like Arduino, Raspberry, and so on and there are other IoT protocols utilized to execute IoT projects but MQTT is one of the foremost effective [16].
Subsequently, MQTT has an amazing little footprint and negligible bandwidth, which makes it very helpful for IoT applications. MQTT could be a publish-subscribe-based messaging protocol, very basic and lightweight. It is an application layer convention that takes a shot at top of the TCP/IP stack.

The most thoughts of its plan are to decrease the network bandwidth just as device resource requirements, endeavoring simultaneously to give reliability and a few levels of delivery guarantee [17]. MQTT information isn't encrypted so it is to be sure an issue in a wide range of situations. It does not make a difference if the broker uses an authentication component or not since the information in travel can effortlessly be sniffed by an attacker [18]. This issue is once more a privacy one meaning that information can be seen by anybody with fundamental networking skills.

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications is a developing communication worldview that gives ubiquitous network connectivity between devices besides a capacity to communicate independently requiring no human mediation [21]. IoT speaks to a future where billions of day-by-day objects and encompassing situations will be associated and overseen through a range of communication systems and cloud-based servers [22]. Showcase estimate projections appear to have a huge potential for an M2M showcase that's expected to grow quickly within a few long time. Besides, this is often due to several factors counting the widespread availability of wireless advances, declining costs of M2M modules, and financial motivating forces.

Eventually, Machine to machine will be included in all objects, including television, vehicles, and smart appliances and there is a huge amount of data is a security risk [23]. The information collected is put away in an unknown location in the cloud and can disclose data about individuals, such as buying a design, locations, communication activities, and indeed health data. Therefore, M2M devices are unsupervised and set in a variety of locations, which makes hackers access to each of the devices and exposes them to theft, reuse, and extortion). As the M2M advertise develops, analysts expect that the number of false uses of these devices will develop [24].

Simultaneously, in any case, M2M presents the methods by which extra difficulties may happen. Issues of security, which is simply the capacity of the system to stay alright for users and associations, and of client control, which is a user can have control over the user's very own character and experience, are yet to be settled [25]. Lastly, Table 3 shows the features of the machine to machine communications.

Table 3 shows the features of the machine to machine communications.

Table 4 below will be the comparison between HTTP and CoAP.
Table 3: Machine To Machine (M2M) Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multitude</td>
<td>It is expected that the quantity of connected IoT devices in an M2M ecosystem will before long surpass the whole of all those that straightforwardly connected with people (Like example: Mobile phones, Laptop, tablets, etc.) An increased order of size within the number of devices will generate enormous transmissions, coming about in scalability issues for existing systems [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Data Transmission</td>
<td>Most M2M devices create little bursts of natural traffic which may have periodic patterns. Thus, the system must most likely help little measures of information with insignificant effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Constrained</td>
<td>Mainly, M2M devices are battery worked and regularly conveyed in zones where continuous human access and battery substitution aren't effectively conceivable [27]. In this way, energy proficiency for M2M communication turns out to be significant to delay network lifetime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Vulnerabilities</td>
<td>The higher the number of connected devices in the coming years, the higher will be the target for hackers, and security concerns will be a huge impact. [25]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison Between HTTP And CoAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>UDP</th>
<th>TCP</th>
<th>CoAP will be using both client-server and public models</th>
<th>HTTP will be using client and server architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using IPV6</td>
<td>Using an IP layer</td>
<td>Less overhead and CoAP will be always simple</td>
<td>More overhead than CoAP and its complex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows data collections charts from the year 2010 till 2019.

3.2 RQ2: What are the IoT applications involved in security issues?

One of the foremost touted advantages of home automation is giving peace of mind to house owners, enabling them to monitor their homes remotely, countering threats such as a forgotten coffee maker left on or house door left open. Besides, a smart home moreover helps consumers improve proficiency [28]. Rather than leaving the air conditioning on all day, a smart home system can get familiar with your behaviors and ensure the house is chilled off when you arrive home from work [29]. In some way, the devices expose to a huge number of attacks and make them vulnerable. Authentication is required to ensure security and identify characters to prevent attackers and malicious attacks [30]. IoT is viewed as a constrained resource environment where handling and energy resources are limited. A lightweight authentication approach with vigorous security highlights is required to protect energy and fit processing capabilities [31]. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the IoT applications percentage up to the present and Figure 9 shows number of security vulnerabilities from 2010 – 2018.

3.3 RQ3: What are the challenges in IoT security devices?

Manage testing and update devices: The vast majority of these devices and IoT items don't get enough updates whereas, few don't get updates at all [32]. This implies devices that were once thought of as secure when the clients originally got them to end up insecure and in the long run prone to attackers and other security issues [33]. Brute Force Attack: When users still use the default passwords of a device for a very long time, their private information will be at very high risk [34]. Brute force is all about guessing the password and the default password will be the easy way for the hackers to identify. Secure Communication: Utilizing separate networks to isolate devices moreover makes a difference with building up secure, private communication, so that information transmitted remains confidential [35]. Data security and privacy: Rules should be set to redact and anonymize sensitive information before putting away and disassociating IoT information payloads from data that can be utilized to recognize us [36]. Authentication: IoT devices must establish their identity sometime recently they can access gateways and upstream services and applications [37] [38]. Hence, two-factor authentication (2FA) will be a strong authentication and have better security [39].
Figure 6: Number of articles from 2010-2019
Figure 7: Top highest number of protocols from 2010 to 2019

Figure 8: Percentage of the showed IoT Applications.
3.4 Distribution results

Figure 10 appears that the three databases store various research works. The distribution of scholarly papers from 2010 to 2019 is shown.

3.5 Distribution by authors’ nationality

Figure 11 presents the articles on the security protocol of IoT devices in a smart system.
4. MOTIVATIONS

The advantages are enormous, however not without risk. Remote, smart monitoring and control for processing plants, smart homes, smart cities, furthermore, transport can build effectiveness and security. Yet these useful tools can be misused by attackers. However, the advantages of utilizing security for IoT devices based on smart things are evident compelling. This segment exhibits a few of the advantages reported within the literature, which are assembled into categories relying upon comparative advantages, as appeared in the diagram below [40] [41] [42] [43]. Figure 12 summarises the motivation related home automation, healthcare, energy, and entertainment.
4.1 Challenges

As IoT takes control over the world, numerous security challenges identified with IoT organizations within the consumer and enterprise space are becoming known. The more devices get connected with the web, the more intricate the IoT environment moves toward becoming, and the more sensitive data is at risk [44] [45] [46] [47]. Figure 13 summarises the challenges identified in this study.

Figure 12: The motivations of IoT devices based smart things

Figure 13: Summary of challenges
4.2 Recommendation

Recently, devices with not exactly attractive security states were taken over by massive botnets consisting of a huge number of devices that had the option to launch a noteworthy DDoS attack that crippled a few online services. Security must be a top need in the strategy of producers and not a bit of hindsight. Consumers are needing arrangements built-in view of security and which ensures their homes, their lives, and their private data. There is a requirement for better guidelines because of a lack of product certifications marks to help consumers in separating brands and items as for their security state. To beat the challenges, the analysts have recommended potential future works [46] [48] [49]. Figure 14 summarises the recommendations suggested in this study.

5. FINDINGS

The findings have shown the accompanying three research questions of this study:

5.1 What are the most used protocols for IoT security?

An example of IoT protocols [50] that are being used for security is M2M, Blockchain technology, Zigbee, SDN, CoAP, etc. The IoT Protocols is such a framework that will transfer information on the internet. Be that as it may, it will transfer information at exactly that point when the communication network between the two connected devices is protected [51]. General protocols are used for PCs, mobile phones or tablets may not suit explicit necessities (data transmission, range, power consumption) of IoT-based solutions. That is the reason different IoT network protocols have been created and new ones are as yet developing. Besides, edge IoT devices and protocols are used to interact with a cloud server that processes and totals the big data arriving from different devices, performs analytics and helps in business choices [52]. IoT has turned into an indispensable piece of the present smart home, smart city, smart grid, agriculture, etc. Securing all elements engaged with an IoT system is indispensable as it includes unavoidable information gathering and dispersal.

5.2 What are the IoT applications involved in security issues?

IoT has numerous applications like an example smart home, smart city, smart health, smart grid, etc. IoT applications guarantee to bring massive incentives into our lives. With a newer wireless network, superior sensors, and progressive computing capacities, the Internet of Things (IoT) could be the following boondocks in the race for a lot of the wallet [53]. IoT applications are relied upon to equip billions of everyday devices with network connectivity and intelligence. It is as of now being conveyed widely, in different domains.
Enabling devices to interface with the internet opens them up to various serious vulnerabilities on the off chance that they are not appropriately protected. Actualizing security efforts is basic to guarantee the safety of systems with IoT devices connected with them [55].

5.3 What are the challenges in IoT security devices?

This growth in popularity of IoT-connected devices prompting growth in IoT application advancement comes with a considerable amount of concerns and security challenges. We're in the time of innovation where everything has turned smart, as: mobile phones, smart home, smart city, fitness band, etc. [33]. Indeed, even a day without the internet appears to be beside outlandish today. Internet of Things (IoT) has certainly been a major aid to organizations and our lives, yet at that point, everything comes with its advantages just as the downsides which offer rise to the question in our mind, is smart truly secure? Regardless of having such a large number of exceptional and hailing benefits, IoT too faces concerns relating to security challenges [56]. There are many security challenges in IoT, the top listed security challenges have been discussed in section 4.6. Hence, on the off chance that the security challenges are dealt with, at that point IoT is certain to have a more magnificence effect in various industries [57]. In the case of the safety of information, if the threats are identified on time, the irreversible harm can be prevented. Embracing a multi-layered security approach and ensuring user information against theft, are the two greatest challenges that are required to be paid attention to very seriously as soon as possible [58]. We will at that point be familiar with a different reality where there would not be any disconnection and can generally stay awake to date.

5.4 Pros and Cons of SLR

The pros and cons of SLR conducted are identified dependent on catchphrase search. This SLR analyzed a reference rundown of chose primary studies in recognizing any extra studies. SLR likewise separates significant data consistency while lessening biases and legitimacy by creators. The cons of this SLR is that it can't guarantee that the search facilities will restore a lot of papers like a hunting procedure directed freely [59]. Along these lines, there might be different solutions given by the IoT security techniques because of the failure in catching a portion of the strategies proposed.

5.5 Suggestions for Research of SLR

This study is the first SLR led to research an investigation of security requirements for IoT applications. It is likewise the first SLR to identify security requirements related to IoT applications improvement. Our research work adds to investigate endeavors for IoT analysis particularly on security requirements for IoT applications. The security requirement analysis in this paper will guide the requirements engineer and stakeholder to examine and identify proper security requirements for any IoT applications and improve the quality of security requirements [60]. Moreover, there are likewise points of advantage for IoT engineering researchers to discover the solution, know about the process and strategy just as identify and approach related security requirements in solving challenges which have been distinguished.

6. CONCLUSION

Based on the review outcomes, the most inadequate aspect to the part of IoT security is currently authentication and authorization. The expanding number of IoT devices in our everyday lives makes authentication and security critical. To overcome security issues, security protocols are developed for the Internet of Things to decide whether they guarantee confidentiality and authenticity. The only reason why the Internet of Things needs standardized IoT protocols is to minimize the risk of security threats. Hence, this paper describes an overview of IoT security devices protocol. A systematic literature review techniques were embraced to respond to three research questions on aspects of IoT security devices protocol. The review covers the studies distributed in the range from 2010 till 2019 and ordered in ScienceDirect, Springer, IEEE, and internet sources. In a conclusion, the study demonstrates that analyzing security issues in IoT devices is rarely used in the development of IoT applications even though it is a pivotal process required from an early stage as it is highly presented to security and privacy issues. Therefore, based on the IoT application and requirements to choose one of the best security protocols which match the needs of the IoT application to keep IoT devices secure.
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